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Abstract

Experiments using the OTTER vehicle conducted
at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Insti-
tute (MBARI) have shown that dynamical inter-
actions between a robotic arm and an underwa-
ter vehicle can be very signi�cant due to the hy-
drodynamic forces acting on the arm as it moves
through the water. Using a new, highly-accurate
model of these hydrodynamic interaction forces,
which was developed as part of this research, a
coordinated arm/vehicle control strategy was im-
plemented. Under this model-based approach, in-
teraction forces acting on the vehicle due to arm
motion were predicted and fed forward into the ve-
hicle control system. Using this method, vehicle
station-keeping capability was greatly enhanced.
Tracking errors and settling times for the manip-
ulator end point were reduced signi�cantly.

1 Introduction

For users of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs),
manipulators have become a valuable tool for per-
forming a wide variety of tasks from scienti�c sam-
pling to maintenance and construction of under-
water structures. Unlike ROVs, which tend to be
quite stable statically, many smaller underwater
vehicles have reduced static stability due to the
small separation distance between their centers of
gravity and buoyancy. The addition of manipu-
lators to the vehicle makes control of the system
more di�cult because of the large hydrodynamic
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forces acting on the arm as it moves through the
water. Hydrodynamic forces on the arm couple
into the vehicle system, increasing the di�culty of
regulating the position and attitude of the vehicle.

With the advent and implementation of higher
levels of autonomy in the control of underwater
robotic systems, it is becoming possible to move
faster and hence the relevance of hydrodynamic
coupling is increased further. Human/machine in-
terfaces incorporating increased autonomy, such
as Task-Level Control [1], are capable of provid-
ing commands which exploit the full capabilities
of manipulators for quick, precise motions. To
enable high-performance control of a manipulator
end point from a free-swimming vehicle base, low-
level control systems that deal e�ectively with the
complex hydrodynamics of fast motion must be
developed. The development and implementation
of such a controller is the focus of this paper.

Figure 1: OTTER Vehicle With Single-Link Arm



For the coordinated arm/vehicle control exper-
iments discussed in this paper, a single-link arm
was mounted on the OTTER vehicle, which is
shown in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 2. Un-
der the coordinated-control approach, the vehicle
feedback controller was augmented with informa-
tion about the hydrodynamic interaction forces
between the arm and the vehicle. This information
was produced using a very accurate model (devel-
oped during this work) of the hydrodynamic forces
acting on the single-link arm.

Although the single-link arm is quite simple
mechanically, hydrodynamically it is very com-
plex due to the unsteady, three-dimensional ows
developed as the arm moves. Although it does
not possess the functionality of a full manipula-
tor, the single link allows testing and validation
of the coordinated-control concept. It was nec-
essary to develop a model because many of the
unique hydrodynamic attributes of robotic motion
(e.g. short unsteady swinging motions, end e�ects,
etc.) had not been addressed by previously exist-
ing models. As hydrodynamic models for manip-
ulators increase in sophistication to handle accu-

rately multiple links and degrees of freedom, the
control approach presented here can be extended
easily to accommodate these systems.

Controlling underwater vehicles and robots to
enable them to perform useful functions in the
deep ocean represents a di�cult problem that has
challenged researchers for many years. Several
researchers have investigated the application of
sliding-mode control [2, 3] to enable robust con-
trol of nonlinear vehicle systems in the presence
of uncertainties. Other research focussed on us-
ing adaptive or neural-network control methods
to deal with uncertainty in the plant model [4, 5].

The work of Mahesh, Yuh, and Lakshmi [6] is
of direct relevance to the coordinated arm/vehicle
control approach taken in this research. In their
work, an adaptive controller for coordinating ve-
hicle and arm motion was proposed. The success
of their approach is dependent on the controller's
ability to adapt accurately to rapidly changing hy-
drodynamic coe�cients. The approach has been
demonstrated using only a computer simulation of
the planar motion of a vehicle.

Unlike the references presented here, the focus
of this paper is not on increasing robustness or
adapting to existing uncertainty, but rather on im-
proving system performance by reducing the un-
certainty of the system dynamics. The approach
taken here involves augmenting the existing vehi-
cle feedback control with model information based
on a fundamental physical understanding of the

manipulator hydrodynamics, in a way that bene-
�ts the control of the entire system.

2 Experimental Setup

The work presented here was performed as part
of joint research program between the Stanford
University Aerospace Robotics Laboratory (ARL)
and the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Insti-
tute (MBARI). To enable experimental research
in the ARL/MBARI program, a small underwater
vehicle has been developed. OTTER (an Ocean
Technologies Testbed for Engineering Research) is
described very briey below, while further detail
can be found in [7].
For the arm/vehicle coordinated control exper-

iments presented in this paper a single-link arm
was mounted on the OTTER vehicle. The OT-
TER vehicle is about 2.1 m long, 0.95 m wide, and
0.45 m tall and weighs about 145 kg in air. A cylin-
drical aluminum pressure housing, which contains
the onboard computers and sensors, is the main
structural element of the vehicle. Eight ducted,
velocity-controlled thrusters provide propulsion to
the vehicle. A schematic diagram of the various
components of the OTTER vehicle is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: OTTER Hardware Architecture

The arm used for the control experiments was
0.071 m in diameter and 1.0 m long. This length
was chosen because it has roughly the same e�ec-
tive length as the prototype manipulator that has
been designed for OTTER when it is in a nominal
operating con�guration. The arm was mounted
from the fore-port corner of the vehicle frame and
tilted down at an angle of 60 degrees from the hor-
izontal (see Figure 1). This con�guration was cho-
sen because it places the arm in the region most
likely to be the workspace of a future manipulator.



With the arm mounted in this way, all of the vehi-
cle degrees of freedom were a�ected by the forces
generated as the arm moved.

In order to control the position and attitude of
the vehicle, a variety of sensors were used. The
horizontal (x; y) position of the vehicle was mea-
sured using SHARPS, an acoustic long-baseline
positioning system. The depth (z) of the vehicle
was sensed using a pressure transducer. Measure-
ments of pitch and roll were provided by a dual-
axis inclinometer. Heading was measured using a
ux-gate compass. Solid-state gyros were used to
provide pitch, roll, and yaw angular rates. Each
of these sensors is commercially available.

3 Approach

Dynamically Coordinated Control

The central idea of the dynamically-coordinated-
control approach is to take advantage of physi-
cal understanding of system dynamics explicitly
in the control of the arm/vehicle system. In the
context of the control problem addressed here, this
physical understanding is embodied in an accurate
model of the manipulator hydrodynamic forces.
Under the coordinated-control approach, hydro-
dynamic and inertial forces generated from the
motion of the arm are modeled in real time as
the motion progresses. Based on the predicted in-
teraction forces, thrust commands are sent to the
thrusters to counteract the forces generated by the
arm motion. In this way, the control of the arm
and the vehicle are \coordinated."
Figure 3 shows a simpli�ed schematic diagram

of the coordinated-control strategy. The main con-
trol components are the hydrodynamic model, the
arm controller, the vehicle controller, the arm tra-
jectory generator, and the vehicle trajectory gen-
erator. The control approach presented here was
developed with the availability of an accurate hy-
drodynamic model in mind. The primary advan-
tage of using a model to predict the hydrodynamic
forces acting was increased reliability and simplic-
ity | no additional sensors were required.

Hydrodynamic Model

The experimental validation of the coordinated-
control approach of this paper was enabled, in
part, by the development of a very accurate hy-
drodynamic model for the in-line forces acting on
a circular cylinder swinging about its end. The
theoretical foundation of this model is a two-
dimensional analysis of the ow of an incompress-
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Figure 3: Coordinated-Control Block Diagram

ible, inviscid uid over a cylinder accelerating from
a stop. The wake and feeding layers were modeled
using discrete vortices.
The 2-D analysis resulted in the following equa-

tion for the acting hydrodynamic in-line force.

FX = �Cm(s=D) � �
�D2

4

dU

dt

�Cd(s=D) �
1

2
�DU2 (1)

where D is the diameter, s is the displacement,
and U is the velocity of the cylinder, and � is the
uid density. The key outcome of this analysis was
that for a cylinder undergoing constant accelera-
tion motions, it was found that the time-varying
hydrodynamic drag and added-mass coe�cients,
Cd and Cm, were functions of how far the cylinder
had traveled only.
Using a standard strip-theory approach, the 2-D

analysis was extended to three dimensions. This
approach is diagrammed in Figure 4. The forces
acting on a thin segment of the arm were calcu-
lated using a form of equation 1.

dFi = �Cmi
(si=D) � �

�D2

4
lidli��

�Cdi(si=D) �
1

2
�Dl2i dlij

_�j _� (2)

The hydrodynamic in-line torque and force acting
at the hub were found using the following simple
relations:

dTi = lidFi (3)

Thyd =
nX

i=1

dTi (4)

Fhyd =

nX

i=1

dFi (5)



where n was the number of segments used in the
model.
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Figure 4: Strip-Theory Implementation

Extensive measurements of forces and torques
acting on the arm were used to identify the time-
varying behavior of Cd and Cm. Flow visualiza-
tion studies were also conducted to gain insight
into the behavior of the ow and its e�ects on the
forces acting. The hydrodynamic coe�cients for
a cylinder swinging from one position to another
were found to vary signi�cantly from those for a
cylinder undergoing steady translational motions.
Full details of the hydrodynamic model, including
the time-varying behavior of the drag and added-
mass coe�cients can be found in [8].
Figure 5 demonstrates the accuracy of the hy-

drodynamic model based on Equations 2, 3, and
4. It can be seen that for a wide range of motions,
that the model accurately predicts the hydrody-
namic torque acting.
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Figure 5: Hydrodynamic Modeling Results

Vehicle Feedback Control System

For the fairly low speeds characteristic of station-
keeping operation, the motion of the independent

degrees of freedom of the vehicle are very lightly
damped. This is due to the signed-quadratic rela-
tionship between velocity and uid drag. At very
low speeds, the drag is almost non-existent. At
high speeds the drag forces are extremely large.
For the low speeds involved in station keeping, the
x; y; and z translational motions and the yaw mo-
tion can be modeled approximately as 1=s2 plants,
while the pitch and roll motions can be modeled
as lightly damped second order systems.

To provide control over the individual vehicle
degrees of freedom, classical proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) feedback controllers were used.
The integral portion of the control was imple-
mented so that it was only active when the desired
vehicle velocity was zero. In this way, good steady
state error performance was achieved while pre-
serving good transient response. Figure 6 shows
a schematic representation of the vehicle feed-
back control implemented on the OTTER vehicle.
The control loop was implemented digitally with
a 100 Hz update rate. However, x and y position
information from SHARPS was available at only
3 Hz. Yaw information from the ux-gate compass
was produced at 10 Hz.
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Figure 6: Vehicle Control Block Diagram

For station-keeping operations, the vehicle
trajectory generator produced constant desired-
position commands. Based on errors, the
vehicle controller produced a vector of three
forces [F x

cmd F y
cmd F z

cmd ]
T and three torques

[�xcmd �ycmd �zcmd ]
T to be applied to the vehicle

about its center of gravity in the vehicle frame.
From Fcmd and �cmd , a vector of eight thrust com-
mands (Tcmd) for the vehicle were calculated using
a thruster mapping matrix.

Good agreement between the commanded
thrust and the actual thrust produced by the
thrusters was achieved by controlling the thruster
motors in velocity mode and taking advantage of
the steady-state relationship between thrust pro-



duced and the angular velocity of the output shaft:

!cmd = kT sgn(Tcmd)
p
jTcmd j (6)

where kT is a calibration constant determined for
each of the thrusters.
In the absence of arm motion, good positioning

performance was achieved using PID control on
the individual degrees of freedom of the vehicle.

Arm Feedback Control System

Figure 7 shows a schematic block diagram of the
arm controller implemented for the experiments
described in this paper. This implementation
takes advantage of the 1 kHz, high-gain velocity
feedback controller internal to the motor electron-
ics. By controlling the arm motor in \velocity con-
trol" mode, the arm actuator behaved as a velocity
source.
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Figure 7: Arm Control Block Diagram

A �fth-order trajectory generator was used to
provide smooth desired commands to the con-
troller. Desired velocity commands direct from
the trajectory generator were sent to the motor
as feedforward signals. A proportional position
feedback loop was closed around the internal ve-
locity feedback loop to provide control of the arm
joint angle. Because of the well-damped dynamic
characteristics of the arm, high position feedback
gains were achievable and very good position con-
trol was attained.

Coordinated-Control

Implementation

Feedback controllers were applied to the arm and
vehicle as described above. In addition, the hydro-
dynamic model and feedforward connection were
added to complete the coordinated-control imple-
mentation as shown in Figure 3. The essential
information for implementation of the hydrody-
namic model were the position, velocity, and ac-
celeration of the link relative to the water. In pro-
viding this information, three simplifying assump-
tions were made: 1) vehicle motions were small
and did not contribute signi�cantly to the motion
of the manipulator relative to the water, 2) de-
sired joint acceleration was a good approximation

of the actual joint acceleration, and 3) the water
through which the arm was moving was still.
The output of the hydrodynamic model was a

vector of three forces [F x
hyd F y

hyd F z
hyd ]

T and three

torques [�xhyd �yhyd �zhyd ]
T acting about the base of

the arm joint. These were the forces and torques
required to counteract the forces generated by the
motion of the arm. As with the feedback control,
a thruster con�guration map was used to deter-
mine the required feedforward commands to the
thrusters (T�wd) to counteract the hydrodynamic
coupling forces.
Feedforward thrust commands were sent to the

vehicle controller 60 times per second over an
Ethernet connection between the arm and vehi-
cle card cages. These feedforward commands were
summed directly with the feedback commands,
Tfback , to produce the the total thrust command
to be sent to the thrusters, Tcmd .
Combining feedback control with feedforward

control resulted in a vehicle controller that pos-
sessed the positive attributes of both types of con-
trol. Feedback control provides regulation capa-
bility, robustness to disturbances, and robustness
to plant model uncertainties. Feedforward control
provides rapid dynamic response by taking advan-
tage of information from models of the known sys-
tem dynamics. Rather than waiting for an error
to build up, feedforward control predicts what the
control command should be to regulate the errors
in the system before the errors occur. For the prob-
lem considered here, a combination of feedforward
control and feedback control provided the best so-
lution.

Experimental Test Strategy

To determine the value of the proposed
coordinated-control strategy, four di�erent vehicle
controllers were implemented and tested. In each
of the four evaluated vehicle controllers, the arm
control used was identical (see Figure 7).

� No Vehicle Control. In this case, both the
feedforward path from the arm hydrodynamic
model and the vehicle feedback control loop
were open.

� Feedback Control Only. In this control con-
�guration, the vehicle feedback control loop
was closed while the feedforward path from
the arm model to the vehicle remained open.

� Feedforward Control Only. In this implemen-
tation, the vehicle feedback control loop re-
mained open while the feedforward path from



the hydrodynamic model to the vehicle was
closed.

� Combined Feedforward & Feedback Control.

In this case, both the vehicle feedback con-
trol loop and the feedforward path from the
arm model were closed.

The Feedback Control Only test case, along
with the No Vehicle Control case, provided per-
formance baselines against which the Combined
Feedforward & Feedback Control approach was
compared.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, several di�erent types of data are
presented including vehicle station-keeping data,
arm end-point positioning data, and arm end-
point rise-time data. Using these results, compar-
isons are drawn between the di�erent controller
types. The results demonstrate the bene�ts of
both feedback control and feedforward control and
their complementary attributes that result in the
best control behavior when feedback and feedfor-
ward control are combined.

Vehicle Station Keeping

To compare the station-keeping performance of
the di�erent vehicle controllers, selected vehicle
roll and yaw angle data are presented. In this
particular application, roll and yaw were the de-
grees of freedom most a�ected by the hydrody-
namic coupling between the arm and the vehicle.
Figure 8 shows a typical time history of the joint
angle for the multiple-swing arm motions executed
for the vehicle station-keeping tests.
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Figure 8: Arm-Joint-Angle Time History

Vehicle Roll Error Figure 9 shows time histo-
ries of vehicle roll error data for each of the four
controller types considered. With no control ef-
fort, roll errors were very large (between �18 de-
grees) as the open-loop roll mode of the vehicle
was excited. The addition of feedback control im-
proved the roll error regulating performance, but
the errors were still signi�cant (between �9 de-
grees). Feedforward control alone e�ectively coun-
tered much of the roll moment generated from the
arm motion. In this case, feedforward control al-
lowed the vehicle to respond to arm interaction
forces that were beyond the bandwidth where the
feedback control was most e�ective, but within the
bandwidth of the thrusters. Further improvement
was realized when feedforward and feedback con-
trol were combined. Peak roll errors were limited
to less than 1.5 degrees in this case.
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Figure 9: Vehicle Roll Error Versus Time

Vehicle Yaw Error Time histories of vehicle
yaw error for the di�erent controllers are shown in
Figure 10. When no feedback or feedforward con-
trol was applied, the vehicle heading angle drifted
signi�cantly from its nominal position. Unlike the
roll and pitch attitude degrees of freedom, the yaw
degree of freedom has no passive restoring force
inherent to its open-loop dynamics. Because of
this, the yaw degree of freedom was fully depen-
dent on feedback control to prevent drifting due
to disturbances or uncertainty in the plant model.
When feedback control alone was applied, the ten-
dency to drift was reduced, but the closed-loop
dynamics of the yaw controller became apparent.
As the controller attempted to reject the yaw dis-
turbance, it caused the vehicle to oscillate signi�-
cantly in response (up to 9 degrees error). When



only feedforward control was applied, the yaw dis-
turbance due to arm motion e�ectively was can-
celled resulting in much smaller yaw errors. With
feedback and feedforward control combined, the
yaw errors were again small. Yaw errors were
roughly three times smaller for the Feedforward
Only and Feedforward & Feedback cases than for
the Feedback Only case.
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Figure 10: Vehicle Yaw Error Versus Time

End-point Positioning

While not sensed and controlled directly in these
experiments, arm end-point position error is a use-
ful indicator of the quality of the performance
of the arm/vehicle controller. End-point position
data were generated by post-processing vehicle
position and attitude and arm position measure-
ments based on the kinematic con�guration of the
system. Data sampling on the vehicle controller
and arm controller was synchronously triggered to
allow correlation of arm and vehicle data in time.

For the multiple-swing motions of the arm, Fig-
ure 11 shows time histories of the arm end-point
error for the four controllers tested. The mean
end-point errors were calculated to be 0.28 m for
the No Vehicle Control case, 0.11 m for the Feed-
back Control Only case, 0.091 m for the Feedfor-
ward Control Only case, and 0.046 m for the Feed-
forward & Feedback Control case. It can be seen
that with combined feedforward and feedback con-
trol, that the end-point errors were reduced by a
factor of six when compared with the No Vehicle
Control case and a factor of 2.5 when compared to
the Feedback Control Only case.
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Figure 11: End-Point Error | Multiple Swings

End-point Settling-Time

Figure 12 shows plots of the distance of the arm
end point from the desired target for the four dif-
ferent controllers. This data was obtained by slew-
ing the arm through 90 degrees in two seconds.
For the slews considered, the distance traveled by
the end point was about 1.5 m. Here settling time
is de�ned as the time required to move and stay
within �ve percent (of the total distance traveled)
of the target | in this case �0:075 m.

These settling-time plots demonstrate the im-
portance of the feedback component of the vehicle
control. Without feedback, the arm end point ei-
ther fails to come within �ve percent of the target
(as in the No Vehicle Control case) or it fails to re-
main within the �ve-percent error bound around
the target point (as in the Feedforward Control
Only case).

In the Feedback Control Only case, the time re-
quired to settle to within �ve percent of the target
was about 6.5 seconds. As the arm moved, signif-
icant errors in roll, yaw, x, and y resulted. Com-
ing and staying within the error bound required
these errors to be reduced which took a substan-
tial amount of time.

In the Feedforward & Feedback Control case,
the observed settling time was about two sec-
onds. This represents an improvement of over
three times compared to the settling time of the
Feedback Control case. Because the vehicle stayed
on station, the settling time corresponded directly
to the duration of the slew.

It is important to note that the performance im-
provements demonstrated here were achieved with
only a moderate increase in total thrust used [8].
This was made possible by taking advantage of
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Figure 12: End-Point Settling Time

knowledge of the system dynamics and coordinat-
ing the control in a sensible way.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, an intuitively straightforward ap-
proach developed for the coordinated control of
an underwater arm/vehicle system has been de-
scribed in detail. Experiments demonstrated that
the hydrodynamic coupling forces between an arm
and a vehicle can be very signi�cant, resulting in
large disturbances to the station-keeping control
of the vehicle. Experimental results showed that
substantial performance improvements can be re-
alized in the control of an underwater arm/vehicle
system by incorporating model-based feedforward
information about the hydrodynamic coupling
into the control of the system. Tracking errors at
the manipulator end point were typically reduced
by over a factor of six using the coordinated con-
trol approach when compared to the vehicle with
no control applied and by a factor of 2.5 when
compared to the standard approach of indepen-
dent arm and vehicle feedback controllers. Using
the approach presented here, settling times at the
manipulator end point were also reduced by over
three times when compared to the values obtained
using feedback control alone. These dramatic per-
formance improvements were achieved with only a
moderate increase in control e�ort.
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